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Onion Scribe Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 116 pages. Dimensions: 8.4in.
x 5.4in. x 0.4in.In Mark Damon Pucketts chillingly mysterious third book, The Killer Detective
Novelist, we re-enter the absurdist worlds we have read about in his first two remarkable works of
fiction, The Reclusives and YOU with The Ill-usives. In Pucketts adroit new literary novel, a
schizophrenic detective, Mack Harris, befriends a novelist across the hall in his apartment building
in Manhattan. After a series of supposed deaths, Mack has to figure out why his reality has been so
subverted. Who is Chloe Who is the Little Man Crunch In this writers labyrinth of words never
seeming what they are, Mack begins to develop an actual life outside the character he is in the
book. And the question becomes: who is in control here, character or novelist Who, really, is Mack
For that matter, who is Mark Damon Puckett This item ships from multiple locations. Your book
may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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Reviews
Very helpful to any or all category of men and women. It is definitely simplified but unexpected situations within the 50 % of your publication. I am very
easily could possibly get a pleasure of reading a composed ebook.
-- Dr . Ther ese Ha r tma nn Sr .
The ebook is not di icult in read through easier to comprehend. Of course, it is perform, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Once you
begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr . Ha ylee Gr imes PhD
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